This is the USC Listproc archive of AAPORNET messages for this entire month. It is one big message, in chronological order, just the way the USC archive stored it. You can search within this month with your browser's search function (usually Ctrl-F).

Turning this into individual messages that ASU's Listserv software can index and sort means a lot of reformatting. We will do this as time permits.

New messages are of course automatically formatted correctly, and I have converted November 1994 through January 1995 and June 2002 to the present.

Shap Wolf
Survey Research Laboratory
Arizona State University
shap.wolf@asu.edu
AAPORNET volunteer host

Begin archive:

Archive aapornet, file log9707.
Part 1/1, total size 118833 bytes:
SURVEY FIELD DIRECTOR

WESTAT is a large high respected health and social science research organization with over three decades of experience is located in Rockville, Maryland, a northern suburb of Washington, D.C. Our staff includes over 800 professionals representing a broad range of scientific and technical disciplines. The Health Studies Sector collaborates in research, including epidemiologic studies and clinical trials, on diverse chronic and infectious diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, and cancer. We currently have an immediate opening in our
Health Studies Sector for a:

SURVEY FIELD DIRECTOR (HS102). This position involves managing the day-to-day activities of survey research data collection. Tasks include: development of study forms; preparation of procedural and training manuals; hiring, training, and managing data collection supervisors and staff; documentation of study procedures; and scheduling and delegating study tasks. Strong oral and written communication skills, administrative abilities, and the ability to juggle multiple tasks are essential. Qualified applicants should have 8+ years experience in a survey research environment that includes conducting national surveys. A Master's degree in social science, public health, or a related field, and training in survey methods is required.

WESTAT offers a highly professional atmosphere and provides excellent opportunities for advancement. Outstanding fringe benefits include life and health insurance, participation in Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP), 401(k) plans, and support for professional development. Interested candidates please e-mail your curriculum vitae and salary history to HR1@WESTAT.COM or mail to:

WESTAT
Department HS102
1650 Research Boulevard
Rockville, Maryland 20850
EOE
Research Associate
(Research Project Manager)

Job Description

The Institute for Health Policy and Health Services Research (IHPHSR) is seeking a researcher to assist with the administration and conduct of major social and health science research projects. This person will assist with community-focused projects and programs of the IHPHSR and support efforts to seek external funding for new research projects. (Salary will be
Minimum Qualifications:

Masters Degree in health or social sciences (or equivalent experience).

One to three years experience in health or social sciences research.

Demonstrated experience in community based research.

Ability to assist in the development of proposals for externally funded grants and/or contracts.

Experience in developing relationships with diverse groups.

Demonstrated experience with statistical analysis and statistical software (e.g. SPSS, SAS, etc.).

Demonstrated ability to collaborate with teams of researchers.

Strong oral and written communication skills.

Strong interpersonal skills.

Preferred Qualifications:

Familiarity with data base management.
Familiarity with outcomes and process evaluation research designs and techniques.

Send letter, resume, and two or more names of references by July 14, 1997 to:

Dr. Alfred J. Tuchfarber, Co-Director
Institute for Health Policy & Health Sciences Research
University of Cincinnati
P. O. Box 210132
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0132

DO NOT REPLY VIA E-MAIL.

The University of Cincinnati is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.
To: aapornet@usc.edu

From: JOHN_MARCUM.par@ecunet.org (JOHN MARCUM)

Message-ID: <9707081138.aa04328@pcusa01.ecunet.org>

To: aapornet@usc.edu

I'm developing a mail survey of Presbyterians that will ask for opinions on welfare reform, and I'd like to compare the results with similar research on the U.S. adult population. Can anyone recommend a survey or set of questions on this topic? Thanks.

Jack Marcum, Research Services, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), 100 Witherspoon Street, Louisville KY 40202-1396. Phone 502-569-5161; fax 502-569-5501; email john_marcum@pcusa.org

Visit our Web site: we're on the PCUSA page: http://www.pcusa.org
Please reinstate me on to the aapornet - i somehow was kicked off. thanks

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

Susan H. Pinkus
Los Angeles Times Poll
Internet:susan.pinkus@latimes.com
American Online: spinkus@aol.com
FAX: 213-237-2505

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
In a message dated 7/8/97 8:37:38 PM, JOHN_MARCUM.parti@ecunet.org (JOHN MARCUM) wrote:

<<
I'm developing a mail survey of Presbyterians that will ask for opinions on welfare reform, and I'd like to compare the results with similar research on the U.S. adult population. Can anyone recommend a survey or set of questions on this topic? Thanks.
>>

You might try contacting the editors of Survey Research, the quarterly publication of the Univ. of IL Survey Research Laboratory, who regularly publish project summaries of what academic survey organizations are doing.
It's an excellent publication, and one more researchers and organizations in the field should be subscribing to. (An unsolicited testimonial, with no finder's fee expected, just a satisfied reader.)

The Managing Editor, Diane O'Rourke, can be reached at survey@srl.uic.edu, or at 217-333-7170. If they have an annual index of project summary topics, then your question can be easily handled.

Milton R. Goldsamt, Ph.D.  
Former Survey Statistician,  
Natl. Agricultural Statistics Service  
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture  
miltgold@aol.com

>From Scheuren@aol.com Mon Jul 14 03:05:33 1997
Received: from emout11.mail.aol.com (emout11.mx.aol.com [198.81.11.26])
   by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with ESMTP
   id DAA27021 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 14 Jul 1997 03:05:31 -0700 (PDT)
From: Scheuren@aol.com
Received: (from root@localhost)
   by emout11.mail.aol.com (8.7.6/8.7.3/AOL-2.0.0)
   id GAA13649;  
   Mon, 14 Jul 1997 06:05:08 -0400 (EDT)
Date: Mon, 14 Jul 1997 06:05:08 -0400 (EDT)
Message-ID: <970714060507_-325452237@emout11.mail.aol.com>
To: aapornet@usc.edu
cc: fritz.scheuren@ey.com
Subject: Survey Sampling Courses at Upcoming ISI Meetings
A reminder to those going to the ISI Meetings in Istanbul:

This is just a last minute reminder to those who are going to the ISI meetings in Istanbul and would like to consider a short course in our field, as part of that experience. If you are such a person and arriving before August 18th, read on.

The International Association of Survey Statisticians (IASS) is sponsoring its traditional program of short courses to take place before the 51th Session of the International Statistical Institute in Istanbul, at the Hotel Yenisehir Palas in Istanbul -- one of the ISI Conference hotels.

These courses, offered in English, will be led by international experts in their fields and will offer practitioners, researchers and students in statistics and survey methodology, the opportunity to improve their skills and to discuss issues of common interest. The three courses are --

1. Quality Management in Statistical Organizations
18 August 1997. Presented by

David Marker, WESTAT, USA

David Morgenstein, WESTAT, USA

Statistical agencies have always been concerned with product quality and the reduction of variation. This seminar presents a systematic approach to process quality improvement throughout an agency, viewing the agency as a system of interlocking processes that produce a final product-- a census or a survey; data registries or publications. Modern quality improvement
contrasts with traditional methods that focus almost entirely on measuring the quality of the survey product with little recognition that better control of the processes improve the result. In this seminar, the presenters will describe how statistical agencies can systematically identify and better control processes that produce statistical products and services. Examples will be presented from statistical offices in Sweden, Finland, and the United States. Participants should include top managers and others concerned with improving the quality of their statistical agency.

2. Variance Estimation in Complex Surveys


Wayne Fuller, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, USA

Kirk Wolter, National Opinion Research Centre, Chicago, USA

The purpose of this course is to provide training in variance estimation in complex surveys for survey statisticians, especially for those from developing countries. The course will cover methods of estimating variances for statistics such as means, proportions, ratios, regression coefficients and statistics arising in the analysis of two-way contingency tables. The use of the program PC CARP for computing variances of statistics from complex sample designs on a personal computer will be demonstrated, and instruction will be given in the use of the program. About one half of the course will be devoted to methodological considerations and one half to instruction in the use of PC CARP.

3. Workshop on Survey Sampling in Developing Countries

Graham Kalton, Westat Inc, Rockville, Maryland, USA

Colm O'Muircheartaigh, London School of Economics, UK

The emphasis of the workshop will be on practical aspects of survey sampling in developing countries. Examples from demographic and household surveys will be drawn upon. The participants should have experience in the planning, implementation, evaluation or analysis of surveys. The workshop will be of most benefit to those who are involved in survey practice in developing countries.

Registration fees are as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Developing Countries</th>
<th>Developed Countries</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One course</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two courses</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices are quoted in US dollars. Applicants should register before 1 August 1997, by Email to Fritz Scheuren, IASS Scientific Secretary, at Fritz.scheuren@ey.com or fax to 1-202-327-6740.

When registering, please check courses you will attend:

A. Workshop on Survey Sampling in Developing Countries

B. Variance Estimation in Complex Surveys

C. Quality management in Statistical Organizations
Please provide your full name and affiliation when registering, plus Email and Fax addresses. Payment by check will be accepted at the door for confirmed registrants only.

>From DOrourke@SRL.UIC.EDU Tue Jul 15 14:01:22 1997

Received: from icarus.cc.uic.edu (ICARUS.CC.UIC.EDU [128.248.100.53])
  by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with ESMTP
  id OAA11873 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 15 Jul 1997 14:01:09 -0700 (PDT)

Received: from SRL.UIC.EDU (MAIL.SRL.UIC.EDU [128.248.232.55])
  by icarus.cc.uic.edu (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id QAA03165
  for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 15 Jul 1997 16:01:46 -0500 (CDT)

Received: from main-Message_Server by SRL.UIC.EDU
Message-Id: <s3cb9d8a.004@SRL.UIC.EDU>
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1
Date: Tue, 15 Jul 1997 16:01:27 -0500
From: "Diane O'Rourke" <DOrourke@SRL.UIC.EDU>
To: aapornet@usc.edu
Subject: Re: REQUEST FOR SURVEY QUESTIONS ON WELFARE REFORM -Reply

Thanks for the "unsolicited testimonial" for the Survey Research newsletter. We can't do a key word search easily (altho each issue is a computer file). I would suggest going to SRL's website where several back issues of the newsletter are located (a few back from the most recent issue). They could be downloaded and you could do the searching. The address is www.srl.uic.edu

Diane O'Rourke
Managing Editor, Survey Research newsletter
In a message dated 7/8/97 8:37:38 PM, JOHN_MARCUM.parti@ecunet.org (JOHN MARCUM) wrote:

<<
I'm developing a mail survey of Presbyterians that will ask for opinions on welfare reform, and I'd like to compare the results with similar research on the U.S. adult population. Can anyone recommend a survey or set of questions on this topic? Thanks.
>>

You might try contacting the editors of Survey Research, the quarterly publication of the Univ. of IL Survey Research Laboratory, who regularly publish project summaries of what academic survey organizations are doing. It's an excellent publication, and one more researchers and organizations in the field should be subscribing to. (An unsolicited testimonial, with no finder's fee expected, just a satisfied reader.)

The Managing Editor, Diane O'Rourke, can be reached at survey@srl.uic.edu, or at 217-333-7170. If they have an annual index of project summary topics, then your question can be easily handled.
The Office of Research and Media Reaction of the United States Information Agency (USIA) has an opening for a Social Science Analyst in
Washington, DC. The incumbent will be responsible for initiating, planning, and supervising the execution of surveys on public opinion and media behavior in the Middle East, with particular attention to the Arab countries and Israel, for analyzing survey data, and for preparing reports on the findings for U.S. government policy-makers. The applicant must be a U.S. citizen.

The position is at the GS-101-9/11/12 level. Starting salary will be between $31,680 and $54,629, depending on qualifications and experience. Training and experience in survey research is a requisite.

Applicants will be evaluated on the basis of five criteria: (1) knowledge of survey research methodology and quantitative data analysis; (2) ability to read and speak the Arabic language; (3) skill in writing clearly and concisely in English; (4) knowledge of the Middle East and U.S. foreign policy toward the region; (5) and skill in organizing and conducting research on public opinion, the mass media, and political, economic, and cultural developments.

Completed applications should be submitted to USIA's Office of Human Resources by August 18, 1997.

For further information and/or to request a copy of the job announcement (HRC-26-97) with details on how to apply for this position, please contact Kathy Butler at the United States Information Agency, (202) 619-4659.

Please bring this announcement to the attention of researchers and graduate students who may be interested.
Lecturers/Senior Lecturers

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Massey University, NEW ZEALAND

With almost 5,000 full-time equivalent students, the College of Business is the largest business school in New Zealand and aims to be the pre-eminent business school in the Asia-Pacific region. It has well-established, successful undergraduate and graduate programmes at two campuses and is the leading provider of distance education in business.
The College has a strong academic and applied research programme, which it seeks to develop further with innovative approaches. The College's teaching and research programmes draw additional strengths from its close cooperation with the applied sciences, technology, humanities and social sciences colleges at Massey University, and it is committed to an active involvement with the business community and the public sector.

Applications are invited for Lecturer and Senior Lecturer positions (equivalent to US Assistant Professor and Associate Professor) in Accountancy, Economics, Finance, Human Resource Management, Management and Marketing. Positions are available at both the Palmerston North campus and the Albany campus, near Auckland, from 1 February or 1 July, 1998.

Preference for the Senior Lecturer positions will be given to applicants with a PhD, a good publication record and relevant teaching and professional experience. Applications from candidates able to provide research leadership in their areas of expertise are especially encouraged. Applicants for a Lectureship should, at a minimum, have a research-based masters degree, plus a strong commitment to publication and research. Relevant teaching and professional experience would also be an advantage. Candidates without a PhD would be expected to enrol in the College's doctorate programme.

Successful applicants at both levels would be expected to contribute to the College's teaching programme, to supervise student research and to engage in their own research.
The College offers excellent working conditions, including contestable funding for staff presenting their work at international conferences.

Enquiries of an academic nature should be sent to:
The Academic Director, College of Business, Facsimile +64 6350 5643

Applications, including a full curriculum vitae and the names, addresses and fax numbers of three referees must be sent to Academic Vacancies, Human Resources Section, Massey University, Private Bag 11-222, Palmerston North, NEW ZEALAND.

The University reserves the right not to make an appointment or to appoint by invitation.

Equality of opportunity is University Policy.

Those interested in applying for positions in marketing may visit the Department of Marketing website at:
http://www.massey.ac.nz/~wwmarket

Any enquiries about the Department of Marketing may be directed to:

Dr Janet Hoek
Chair - Appointments Committee
Fax: +64 6350 2260
SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Schulman, Ronca & Bucuvalas, Inc., seeks an experienced analyst with a strong background in survey research/market research. Candidates must have superior analytic, communication and client management skills. The positions require a minimum of five years of experience in the commercial survey sector or equivalent experience in university research. Expertise in financial services, segmentation analysis, or media research would be desirable.

Schulman, Ronca & Bucuvalas, Inc. is a full-service research firm headquartered in New York City, with additional offices in the Washington, DC area and in Ft. Myers, Florida. The positions are in our New York office. The firm specializes in public policy, banking and finance, telecommunications, health care, media research, transportation, and customer satisfaction research.

Send vita to:
Mark Schulman, Ph.D.
Schulman, Ronca & Bucuvalas, Inc.
145 E. 32nd Street
New York, NY 10016.
FAX # 212-779-7785
e-mail: m.schulman@srbi.com

Equal Opportunity Employer.
We welcome applications from women and minorities.
Position available in Fall, 1997.
I know this issue has been posted here before, but thought I might re-visit it.

We are currently using SPSS for Windows v 7.5 Tables package. Although it is much better than earlier versions in many ways, the tables it produces have some aesthetic problems. The other problem that we face with the SPSS for Windows Tables package is the limitations of pasting the tables into a report in MS Word or Wordperfect for Windows format.

What is everyone else using for generating report ready crosstab tables or banner tables?
Has anyone found a package that addresses the issues that we are having with SPSS for Windows Tables package?

Thanks for your help!

Bryan Ward
Hagler Bailly
Madison, WI

I am forwarding this to AAPORnet on behalf of the Social Security
Administration:

The Office of Research, Evaluation and Statistics, Social Security Administration, has just announced a job vacancy for a GS-101-15 Social Science Research Analyst. The primary focus of the position is responsibility for planning and managing the Disability Evaluation Study, a major research effort which will provide information critical to the development of a redesigned method of evaluating disability in claims for Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) and Supplemental Security Income (SSI).

The attached Recruiting Bulletin, which is posted on the Office of Personnel Management’s job openings board (www.usajobs.opm.gov), describes the position and how to apply. The announcement period is from July 25 until August 15, 1997.

If you have any questions about the application process, please contact Steve Chalfin in SSA’s Center for Personnel Operations at 410-965-4460. If you have general questions about the position, please feel free to contact me at 410-965-2841 or Susan Grad at 202-282-7094.
Thank you for agreeing to help us in finding the right person for this important job. Please don't hesitate to call either Susan or me if you need the favor returned.

In a message dated 7/24/97 2:51:04 PM, BWARD@habaco.com wrote:

<<We are currently using SPSS for Windows v 7.5 Tables package. Although it is

is
much better than earlier versions in many ways, the tables it produces have some

aesthetic problems. The other problem that we face with the SPSS for Windows

Tables package is the limitations of pasting the tables into a report in MS Word

or WordPerfect for Windows format.>>

Could you be a little more explicit about your problems, please. I'm surprised to hear this about pasting tables into WordPerfect, since I used to use this approach quite successfully, and twice prepared a full report of tables only with some brief explanatory text between sets of them—IN ONE DAY!

My approach was as follows:

I found the SPSS tables to be ASCII text, then I inputted them into a 12 point Courier non-proportional font and the new WordPerfect (5.1 I think it was, but 6.0 or 6.1 would work as well) file. I specified margins of 1.5 inches or so around the page, then found the imported tables to be almost centered on the page (since I think every table is 80 characters wide). I then did global replaces on variable names, bolded and full capped newly inserted titles for sets of tables or for that matter SPSS Title/Subtitle lines, and replaced certain text with more artistic font styles (such as a 14-point Univers or Helvetica for headings). Similarly, I added footnotes as needed, explanatory text as new text or from other files, etc. I inserted
The approaches listed above also worked for SAS ASCII table output. I didn't try to replace the box divider dashes, but some SPSS tables already allow for their own formatting, such as excluding box dividers.

Perhaps there are other WP approaches you could use, especially the Global or even the specific replace, that you're not yet using, rather than thinking about shifting or considering other software per se.

Milton Goldsamt, Ph.D.
miltgold@aol.com

>From ACiemnecki@mathematica-mpr.com Fri Jul 25 13:31:14 1997
Received: from mpr5.MATHINC ([38.233.146.17])
  by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with SMTP
  id NAA25055 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 25 Jul 1997 13:31:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by mpr5.MATHINC with SMTP (Microsoft Exchange Server Internet Mail Connector Version 4.0.994.63)
  id <01BC9918.6CE6C860@mpr5.MATHINC>; Fri, 25 Jul 1997 16:33:04 -0400
Message-ID: <c=US%a=_%p=MATHINC%!=MPR5-970725203300Z-45961@mpr5.MATHINC>
From: Anne Ciemnecki <ACiemnecki@mathematica-mpr.com>
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu>
Subject: Job Posting
Date: Fri, 25 Jul 1997 16:33:00 -0400
X-Mailer: Microsoft Exchange Server Internet Mail Connector Version 4.0.994.63

Survey Operations Center Manager
Mathematica Policy Research (MPR), a national leader in social policy research, is looking for a survey professional to assume leadership of a computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) center in Princeton, New Jersey. This multi-shift, 120 workstation facility is a center for large scale survey research projects in health care, welfare, education, employment, food and nutrition, and child development.

You will be responsible for administrative matters, facility management, and overseeing interviewers and supervisors. You will have solid grounding in survey research methods and play an active, professional role in managing surveys.

The successful candidate will have the following qualifications:

* BA/BS in a social science or business discipline (graduate training/degree a plus)
* Minimum five years experience as a senior survey director or as director of a mid to large size telephone center, emphasizing computer assisted telephone surveys
* Experience budgeting surveys and overseeing financial performance on survey projects and/or telephone center
* Strong communication, interpersonal, and administrative skills

We offer a competitive salary, complete benefits package (including three weeks vacation in the first year). Interested candidates should submit a resume and professional references to:
Anne C.
Extension 2323

>From neijens@pscw.uva.nl Sun Jul 27 05:38:37 1997
Received: from bs19.bs.uva.nl (bs19.bs.uva.nl [145.18.174.19])
  by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with SMTP
     id FAA14766 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Sun, 27 Jul 1997 05:38:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from peter (uva77.remote.uva.nl) by bs19.bs.uva.nl with SMTP id
AA07278
  (5.67b/IDA-1.5 for <aapornet@usc.edu>); Sun, 27 Jul 1997 14:38:30 +0200
Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19970727123902.00666368@mail.pscw.uva.nl>
X-Sender: neijens@mail.pscw.uva.nl (Unverified)
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Sun, 27 Jul 1997 14:39:02 +0200
To: aapornet@usc.edu
From: Peter Neijens <neijens@pscw.uva.nl>
Subject: AMSTERDAM Professorships
The University of Amsterdam's Faculty of Political and Social Cultural Sciences and Department of Communication Science invite outstanding senior or junior scholars to apply for the following two full professorships:

General Communication Science

and

Communication and Organization

The General Communication Science chairholder occupies a central position in the Department. He or she is expected to have a broad orientation to the discipline.

The Communication and Organization chairholder is expected to have a special emphasis on ICT (including telematics) in organizations. He or she will also be responsible for developing a curriculum in this area for the Faculty.

Both chairholders will have an important role in the future direction of the Department, the Amsterdam School of Communications Research (ASCoR), and the Faculty. Candidates should have an outstanding record in teaching and research, experience with mentoring PhD candidates, organizational and leadership skills, a track record of obtaining external funding, and an open minded orientation to other disciplines related to communication science. Candidates are expected to be able to speak Dutch within two years.

The Faculty of Political and Socio Cultural Sciences offers four undergraduate/MA degrees: communication science, political science,
sociology and anthropology. With 4,300 students, it is the largest Faculty in its field in The Netherlands. Advanced academic research and PhD training in these disciplines is conducted within ASCoR and the Amsterdam School for Social Science Research (ASSR), as well as in the Faculty's research institutes in the fields of multicultural gender studies, and ethnic studies.

Within the Faculty, the Department of Communication Science is the largest in Europe, with 1,800 students and 40 faculty members. Its areas of specialization in undergraduate teaching are policy studies, information studies, public opinion and commercial communication, and media studies.

Questions about the positions should be addressed to Prof. dr. Peter van der Veer, Dean of the Faculty. A letter of application along with a c.v., a list of publications and the names of three references should be received by September 20th at the latest.

Applications should be addressed to: Prof. dr. Peter van der Veer, Dean of the Faculty, Faculteit PSCW, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237, 1012DL Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS.
Fax 020 5252086; e-mail: nieuwenhuis@pscw.uva.nl

The University of Amsterdam is an equal opportunity employer.
I have been asked by the Florida Department of Revenue to post the following job vacancy. Please respond directly to the contact person and number listed below.

Job Vacancy: Florida Department of Revenue

Contact: Pat Nathan
Florida Department of Revenue
5016 W. Tennessee Street
Annex A
Tallahassee, FL 32304-9201
(850) 487-6585

Job Title: Senior Management Analyst I
Job Experience and Description: Customer and Employee Satisfaction Studies, Data Analysis and Interpretation, Developing Meaningful Reports Using Appropriate Technology, Business Case Development, Applied Quality Tools and Baldrige/Sterling Criteria.

A Bachelors degree from an accredited college or university and three years of professional experience in systems analysis, management analysis, program planning, program research, program evaluation, engineering or administrative work. A master's degree from an accredited college or university can substitute for one year of the required experience. Professional or non-professional experience as described above can substitute on a year-to-year basis for the required college education.

Annual Salary Range: 28,911.00 - 48,367.00.

Closing Date: August 5, 1997.

Jim Bason
University of Georgia
Survey Research Center
114 Barrow Hall, Athens, GA 30602
(706) 542-6110
JBASON@UGA.CC.UGA.EDU

>From Turner@uconnvm.uconn.edu Tue Jul 29 08:24:14 1997
Received: from UConnVM.UConn.Edu (uconnvm.uconn.edu [137.99.26.3]) by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with SMTP
   id IAA04741 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 29 Jul 1997 08:23:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from uconn by UConnVM.UConn.Edu (IBM VM SMTP V2R2) with TCP;
Dear Bob,

Here is the new newsletter for our research committee. Hope it looks good to you. It will be great to be in Seoul together for awhile, even though, as you will have noted, our panels are on the last day.

For your eyes only, Marty Lipset will be awarded the Dinerman Prize in Edinburgh. He is pleased, and I have done a draft of the scroll. Jim Dinerman is letting him fly business class, because of the gout, which it turns out Dinerman has had also. Max will, I believe, send Dinerman a strong invitation to Edinburgh, especially in light of the 50th anniversary celebration.
Hope all goes well. Cheers, Fred
ABY8AAoAVYFWgV0CAGMYACYA0ABAPIAJgAJSGVhZGiuZyAzAAAAAAMAFFjwABQBVgWMYAAAA
AAAAA AeAAAAAEiAEFA8v+hACIAFkRlZmF1bHQgUGFyYWdyYXBoIEZvbnQAAAAAAA
AAAAA AAAAAAeAEFA8v+ACIA
HEABAPIAJgANTm9ybWFsElzUGVudAAABQAPABHPHQgaAAACAH0ABAABAIABAGSGVhZGVyAAwAEAAP
CAAC4BDAIQECAAAAgACBAAQASASAABkZvb3RlcgAMABEADwgAAwCBAgAAGAApQL/AAQYAAatQ
YWdlIIE51bWJlcgAAAAeAP5PAQyAR4CEAhliYWRsaW5IAAIEwAFAFWBYzAAAB4AQkABAEBHgAJ
Qm9keSBUZXh0AAAFABQFngAAAAAAAIAAAAAAFAAAAFAAAAAAAwAABABWJAAABABLJwAAABAD////////
BABmJwAAABAD////////AAEi///AQAAAv//AgAGAv//AwAAAAAACgAAAAAQwMAAwqMAAfwGAAA
CwAAHg8AAACMVAABGWGAAAdiEAAFYkAAAAAAAAAAAAGIAAAAAGIAAAAAAWIAAA8AAmIBAA
AAIBAAAAAIJBH4BAGiCAAIACIAAAAAQICAAAAAgIjCQAAKw8AAAAGTAADklwAAFSQAAYFKAAAA
AkAL8AAADUAL8AAAAUAL9QAAAAAAAIKAAAAAIAKAAAAACsAAAAAAwAnVQQACcsAAAMAAKE
M
AAAAFgAAbCUAAXUAAAsAC0ALgAvABoAB1Vua25vd24AAAAoGcmVkJFR1cm5icgEAAAAgAAgAA
AAAAKwAAAAABMf8PVgNQDAABWJAAAGlQAAAEAHgAHYmtUaXRszQhia1ZvbE1zcwpiaO Ryb3BDYXXa
DAAAACcAAAFAQAAVQyAAAAAAABAAAAAgAAAAACyAAAAAAAnAAAAhQEAFFckAAAAAAAUMAAFAFkDAAB
a
AwAAYAMAALL8HADEBWAAxQcAAMoHAADRCAAAA2ggANsIADhCAAbgkAAHcJaAB4CQAfgkAAIJA
AACLCQaiAkJAAEjAAACSCQAAmQkAAoJAADcwCQAAmQoAAAKMKAAADXCgAA3QoAAN4KAADkCgAA
AAoLAAALCwAAEAsAAEoLAABVCCwAXQsAAGMLAADNCwA0QsAANoLAADiCwAAGgwAACMQMAAIADAA
A
KwwAADAAAAOQAANQwAADwMIAAA9DAAAAAwAEEoMAAABVDAAAvgwAAFsMAABcDAAAYwwAAKs
MAACy
DAAA3wwAAOEAMADIAAAA5gwAAO0MAADyDAAAapw4AALAOAADCDgAAyww4AAMHSABB5EAAAhIAAS
A
AAxFQAAOhUAAHVVACEFQAQaBGgaAIUYAcAcgAAAAAgRgAAKIYACsGAAACEBsAABUbAAAWGwAAGRsA
ABoBAAAEgWAKRsAAC8bAADSgwAA8xsAAQbAAD7GwAA/hsAAAgcAAAMHAAExwAAC0cAAAYHAAA
MXXzAADscAABwHAAeBwAnnCfADCHwAAA3R8AAOUfAAA9IAAAQIiAAEMgAAALIAAAwyEAAAMohAAD
O
IQAA1SEAANYhAAADelQAA3yEAAOohAADyLQQA+CEAApKhAAD9IQAA/iEAAAmIAASIGAA GyIA
IQAA1SEAANYhAAADelQAA3yEAAOohAADyLQQA+AEAi
AAAAAAoAAAAAKwAAAAADAAACbVAAAKwAAAAoQwAAAAWAAABsJQAAmIQAAcWaALQAUAc8AGgAH
VW5rbm93bgAAC0ZyZWQgVHVybmrVYDAQABAAAAACAAAAoAAAArAAAAEyEU/xWA1AMAAYkAAAAaVAAA
AQAeAAadia1RpdGxlGJrV9m9sSXXnmCmJrRHWcENhcDEMAAAAAJwAAAAUBAABXJAMAAAAAAAEAAAAA
AAAJgAAACcAAACFAQQAAVYQAAAAAAABQAAwAAMQMAAFoDAABBgAwAAwcAMAMQHAADFBAygcAA NEI
AADaCABA2wGAAOEIAABcCQAAdwkAAHgJAAB+CQAaAkAAIsJAAAMCQAAkQkAAJJJAACCZCQAA
AADaCABA2wGAAOEIAABcCQAAdwkAAHgJAAB+6gkA
APAAACZZcgAAowoAANcKAADdCgAA3goAAQKAAAAACwaACgsAAsSLAAAQcWAAASgsAAFULAAAbCwAA
YwsAAM0LAADRCwAA2gsAAQLAAbDAAJAwAAMCUMAArDAAAMAwAADQMAAA1DAAPwAAD0MA ABI
DAAASgwAUFUMAABWDAAWwAFAwMAABjDAAAwqwwAALIMAADFdAA4QwAAOIMAADmDAA7QwAAPIM
AACnDgAasAAAAMIOAADLdgAAcxxIAAHK5AAA6g8AA8DEVAAA6FQAAAdRUAIIQVAACAGAAhRgA
AJsYAAChGAAoAohgAAKwYAAAQGwAAAFRSsAABYbAAAAGhsAAB4bAAApGwAAALxsAAOwbAADzGwAA
9BsAAPsbAAD+GwAAACBWAAwcAAATHAAALRwAADICwAAAzHAAAOxwAAHAcAAB4HAAA1x8AANwbf
9BsAAPsbAAD+AADd
HwAA5R8AAD0gAAABCIAAAAQyAAEsgAAADDIQAAyiEAAM4hAADVIQAA1iEAAN4hAADfIQAA6iEAAPh
AAD4IQAA+SEAAP0hAAD+IQQAAyIABIIAAAbIlgAAACQIAAEkiAAABNlgAAUylAAFQjAABYlgAA
AAD4IQAA+SEAAP0hAAD+WiIA
AGMIAABlnAAbiAAG8iAAB2IGAAdyIAAHsiAAB9lgAAAhCIAAlsiAACRIlgAAzCIAANYiAADILgAA
5CIAAOUIAhDvlGAElMAABWjiAAAdlwAAAlMAAEKiAAABSwiAAVCMMAAF0jAAACCJwAAlICMAAACKkAAABS
JAAAxyQAAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAc
AAAAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAc
AAAAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAc
AAAAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAcAHAHAHBAwABwAcAAc
AAH
dG9tIHBhZ2UgMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//Q3Vz
dG9tIHBhZ2UgMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//Q3Vz
dG9tIHBhZ2UgMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//Q3Vz
dG9tIHBhZ2UgMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP//Q3Vz
Fred

>From s.kraus@mail.asic.csuohio.edu Tue Jul 29 10:14:18 1997
Received: from csu-e.csuohio.edu (csu-e.csuohio.edu [137.148.5.27])
   by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with SMTP
   id KAA03933 for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 29 Jul 1997 10:13:21 -0700
(PDT)
Received: from myhost.csuohio.edu (portc03.async.csuohio.edu
[137.148.59.13]) by csu-e.csuohio.edu (8.6.12/8.6.12) with SMTP id NAA16036;
   Tue, 29 Jul 1997 13:13:00 -0400
Date: Tue, 29 Jul 1997 13:13:00 -0400
Message-Id: <199707291713.NAA16036@csu-e.csuohio.edu>
X-Sender: s.kraus@bones.asic.csuohio.edu
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: aapornet@usc.edu
From: "Dr. Sidney Kraus" <s.kraus@mail.asic.csuohio.edu>
Subject: Re: newsletter
Cc: Turner@uconnvm.uconn.edu
Given the fact that this message was meant to be sent to a "Bob" and not to the appornet, Marty Lipset probably knows by now that he is to receive the award. We ought to take care when it is appropriate to post on the "net" and when we should address the various "Bob"s in our midst. Professor Lipset should not be surprised by this state of affairs in the use of our new technology!

At 11:16 AM 7/29/97 -0400, you wrote:

>Dear Bob,
>
>Here is the new newsletter for our research committee. Hope it looks good to you. It will be great to be in Seoul together for awhile, even though, as you will have noted, our panels are on the last day.
>
>For your eyes only, Marty Lipset will be awarded the Dinerman Prize in Edinburgh. He is pleased, and I have done a draft of the scroll. Jim Dinerman is letting him fly business class, because of the gout, which it turns out Dinerman has had also. Max will, I believe, send Dinerman a strong invitation to Edinburgh, especially in light of the 50th anniversary celebration.
>
>Hope all goes well. Cheers, Fred
>
>Attachment Converted: C:\WIAP95\EUDORA\Newslett.doc
>Fred

>From william.l.nicholls.ii@ccMail.Census.GOV Tue Jul 29 11:47:47 1997

Received: from info.census.gov (info.census.gov [148.129.129.10])
    by usc.edu (8.8.4/8.7.2/usc) with ESMTP
    id LAA28438 for <AAPORNet@usc.edu>; Tue, 29 Jul 1997 11:47:45 -0700
(PDT)
Received: from gate.census.gov (gate.census.gov [148.129.129.2])
    by info.census.gov (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id OAA10979
    for <AAPORNet@usc.edu>; Tue, 29 Jul 1997 14:47:47 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from it-relay1.census.gov by gate.census.gov with SMTP id AA03777
    (InterLock SMTP Gateway 3.0 for <AAPORNet@usc.edu>);
    Tue, 29 Jul 1997 14:47:45 -0400
Received: from smtp-gw5.census.gov (smtp-gw5.census.gov [148.129.126.110])
    by it-relay1.census.gov (8.8.5/8.8.5/v2.3) with SMTP id OAA13437
    for <AAPORNet@usc.edu>; Tue, 29 Jul 1997 14:47:42 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from ccMail by smtp-gw5.census.gov (ccMail Link to SMTP R8.00.00)
    id AA870201829; Tue, 29 Jul 97 14:44:07 -0500
Message-Id: <9707298702.AA870201829@smtp-gw5.census.gov>
X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.00.00
Date: Tue, 29 Jul 97 14:45:06 -0500
From: "William L Nicholls II"<william.l.nicholls.ii@ccMail.Census.GOV>
To: <AAPORNet@usc.edu>
Cc: <jay.k.keller@ccMail.Census.GOV>, <cynthia.z.f.clark@ccMail.Census.GOV>
Subject: Continuing National Panels Accepting Outside Questions
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
I am interested in learning whether there are any continuing national panel surveys of the US household population that meet the following criteria and which accept blocks of outside questions for a fee.

1. The panel has a large (N = 1000 or more) sample representative of U.S. households or the U.S. household population.

2. The same households participate in the survey repeatedly and frequently, say weekly or monthly. Omnibus surveys with different households each time don't count.

3. The data are obtained either by computer assisted interviewing or self-administration.

4. The panel members are asked questions on a variety of topics, such as consumer behavior, political attitudes, health, life satisfaction, media behavior, whatever, which vary from time to time.

5. The owners/organizers of the panel will sell 10-20 minutes of questionnaire time to outside clients for a cross-sectional survey or intermittent panel study.

If you know of such a panel, I would be pleased to learn of it.

Respond to --
, either academic or commercial, that collect data from the same households at frequent intervals, include questions on a variety of topics, and from which, representative of the U.S. household population, which interview or otherwise collect data from the same households.
The Applied Research Center in the School of Policy Studies at Georgia State University is seeking to hire a new poll director. In addition, qualified candidates may be appointed non-tenure track assistant professor in the Public Administration and Urban Studies Department of the School of Policy Studies. Qualifications include a Ph.D. in political science, psychology, sociology, or another social science as well as experience in survey research, measurement, evaluation, experimental methodology and statistical analysis. In addition to SPSS and SAS, they should also be familiar with Lotus 1-2-3 or Excel, WordPerfect or Word and a variety of other PC software packages preferably including presentation software.

The primary responsibility of the poll director is to manage the survey research unit, a 20 station CATI setup. The poll director does this with the assistance of a field director and three interviewer supervisors. The poll director also is responsible for the Georgia State Poll, a quarterly omnibus poll conducted by the ARC. The poll director also consults with
principal investigators of other projects especially in relation to budgeting, sampling and instrument development.

The poll director also plays a major role in seeking and developing new projects for the Applied Research Center. The ideal candidate will possess a strong drive for development and the ability to interact effectively with a wide variety of clients, colleagues, and peers.

The duties in the Applied Research Center will also include the writing of proposals for a variety agencies, including the budgeting, the planning, and the negotiation of all aspects of the proposal.

Interested applicants should submit letters of interest, curriculum vitae, 3 letters of reference, and a list of three references to:

Gary T. Henry, Director
Applied Research Center
School of Policy Studies
Georgia State University
P.O. Box 4039
Atlanta, Georgia 30302-4039
404-651-3523
e-mail: gthenry@gsu.edu
The Cannon Center for Survey Research at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas pleased to announce that Dr. Grace Woo has assumed the position of Director. She replaces Ms. Chris Horak who is moving to Kansas City where her husband has taken a position as a research economist with the Federal Reserve.

Dr. Woo holds a Ph.D. in psychology from UCLA and has held a position of Assistant Professor of Psychology for the past two years at SUNY-Oswego. She comes to the Cannon Center with considerable experience in research supervision and data management. Dr. Woo can be reached at woog@nevada.edu or at (702)895-0168.
Fred,

Did you really mean to send this to all of us "for your eyes only!"?

Anyway, delighted Marty Lipset will be awarded the Dinerman prize. He was one of my favorite profs at Columbia (early 50's -- he was only 28 at the time but we all thought he had to be much older because of his obvious brilliance, worldly view and maturity. He was also a great teacher.

Dick Halpern

At 11:16 AM 7/29/97 -0400, you wrote:

>Dear Bob,
>
>  Here is the new newsletter for our research committee. Hope it looks good to you. It will be great to be in Seoul together for awhile, even though, as you will have noted, our panels are on the last day.
>
>  For your eyes only, Marty Lipset will be awarded the Dinerman Prize in Edinburgh. He is pleased, and I have done a draft of the scroll. Jim Dinerman is letting him fly business class, because of the gout, which it turns out Dinerman has had also. Max will, I believe, send Dinerman a strong invitation to Edinburgh, especially in light of the 50th anniversary celebration.
Hope all goes well. Cheers, Fred

Fred

Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D
Halpern & Associates
Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research
Phone/Fax: 770 434 4121
E-Mail: rshalpern@mindspring.com

Fred --

Please snail-mail me a copy of whatever this message was, as I read
ordinary e-mail, but don't (can't?) download things like this. Thanks very much. Helen C.